Dear Customers,

MICREX-SX Series
Announcement of Change in Appearance of Conversion Adapter
of Renewal Tool for MICREX-F F120S to F154S

Thank you for using our Fuji programmable controller.
We hereby announce that the appearance of the conversion adapter of the renewal tool for MICREX-F F120S to F154S will be changed.

1. Changes
   (1) Changes
   (2) Target products
      Conversion adapter of the renewal tool for MICREX-F F120S to F154S
         NP8REFSA-204/NP8REFSA-202
         NP8REFSA-384/NP8REFSA-382
   (3) Description
      (i) In order to locate a warning nameplate more precisely in the front, notches have been added at the top and bottom in the front.
      (ii) In order to improve the workability when tightening a conversion adapter on a mount with screws, the bending dimensions on the side have been extended (to 219 mm from 191 mm) and the displacement between the holes at the front of the adapter and the holes in the mount has been reduced.
2. **Precautions for changes**
   
   (1) The change to the conversion adapter has been made from September 2013.
   
   (2) As the adapter has been changed this time, the hardware version number has also been changed from “no version number” to “01.”
   
   (3) The specifications and price are the same as the current product and are not changed.

3. **Change details (enlarged drawings)**
   
   (1) Notches added in the front

   (2) Lengthened bending section on the side

   ![Diagram of change details](image-url)